An explicit form of reliability and economical stationary performance indexes for monotonous multicomponent system with regard to its elements' maintenance has been found. The maintenance strategy investigated supposes preventive maintenance execution for elements that has attained certain operating time to failure. Herewith for the time period of elements' maintenance or restoration operable elements, functionally connected with the failed ones, are deactivated. The problems of maintenance execution frequency optimization have been solved. For the model building the theory of semi-Markovian processes with a common phase field of states is used.
Introduction
One of the methods of the complex technical systems' reliability improvement is their maintenance. The review of the results concerning this subject can be found in the works [1] [2] [3] . One of the strategies of a single-component system maintenance is the strategy known in literature as "Depending-on-age restoration" [4] [5] [6] . This strategy being used, the system is considered to be completely restored after its failure. If the system has been operating without failures for the given time period ,  then its maintenance, after which it is completely restored, is executed. In [7] semi-Markovian model of the abovementioned strategy for multicomponent monotonous system maintenance under assumption that any system's element failure does not result in deactivation of elements that are in up state, are functionally connected with the failed ones, and do not belong to any up-state path has been built.
The goal of the present article is to build semi-Markovian model of maintenance in age of a multicomponent system's elements with regard to their deactivation. On the basis of the model built it is necessary to define stationary reliability and economical performance indexes of the system and to solve the problem of elements' maintenance optimal terms determination.
The Problem Definition and Mathematical Model Building
Let us consider N-component system with a monotonous structure and describe the strategy of its elements' maintenance. At the time zero 0 t  system operation begins and an acceptable operating time to failure level (age) i  for each i -element of system is determined. On attaining this level element's planned maintenance is carried out. The failure-free operation time of system's ielement is a random value (RV) i elements that do not belong to any other up-state path are deactivated. Besides, the elements in state of ER or maintenance, the restoration of which would not result in any up-state path formation, are deactivated.
The elements deactivated have the same operable level at the moment of their activation. The latter happens at the end of element's ER or maintenance under the condition of simultaneous up-state path formation.
Time diagram of system operation is shown in Figure  1 .
Let us begin semi-Markovian (SM) model building of the system. To begin with the phase field of states should be defined. Each element of system can be in three physical states:
1 -in up state or deactivated in up state; 0 -in state of restoration or deactivated in state of restoration;
2 -in state of maintenance or deactivated in state of maintenance.
System's physical states will be indicated with a set of
The physical states to exhibit SM property, they should be extended. With this purpose we will indicate the number of element that was last to change its state. Let us add continuous components, denoting time periods of elements' dwelling in their states. In the code of extended state these time periods will be indicated by vector Thus, the system's phase field of SM states with regard to its elements' maintenance execution is the following: 
where  is a sign of minimum; 
Let us describe the probabilities (probability densities)
transition. It is necessary to note that i-element can change its physical state 1 into the state 0 (ER) and into the 
state 2 (maintenance) but the states 0 and 2 can be changed only into the state 1.
Let us indicate 
3) to the set of states ( ) , ,
, ,
Let us assume that the conditions of stationary distribution ( )   [8, 9] existence and uniqueness for EMC
are fulfilled. The following theorem takes place.
Theorem. The stationary distribution of EMC
is defined by the following expressions:
obeys the system of integral equations [8]      
, .
For example, the equation of this system for the state ( ) , 0, 1 , ; ;
( ,
0, 0, 1, ; ;
By the direct substitution one can check that Formula (2) define the solution of this equation. For the state ( ) i id x u we deal with 0 (2) to the second member of Equation (3) we get the following results:
In the same way it can be checked that Formula (2) define the stationary distributions for the rest of system's states. The constant  is determined due to normalization condition.
Definition of System Stationary Characteristics
Let us define the following system stationary performance indexes: mean stationary operating time to failure 
is a set of vectors d the components of which are equal to the codes of physical states of system's elements; this system is in a subset of up (down) states   .  of the system will be estimated with the help of formulas [8, 9] 
E E
, z is given by (1) . We have
is mean time period of k -element dwelling in up state, and
is mean time period of this element dwelling in down state during its regeneration. Analogically, we have
Let us calculate the integral in denominators of ratios (4). It is necessary to note that the transitions to E   can occur from the subset E E       only with the probability equal to 1 where
Thus, the Formula (4) are transformed into 0 2
( ) ( ,..., ) ,
Let us determine system stationary characteristics , ,
K  defined by the formulas [4, 5] : The Formulas' (5)- (7) transformation of averages products' sums lead to the following result:
To define mean specific income (8)- (10), (12) and (13) will be given by:
(1) 1 1
Stationary characteristics of parallel-serial system. The block scheme of the parallel-serial system is shown in Figure 2 .
For the system of the structure like this the Formulas (10), (12) and (13) for the system stationary characteristics definition are as follows: The block scheme of serial-parallel system is shown in Figure 3 .
. . . maintenance execution increases infinitely) the stationary characteristics defined in the present work take the form of the well-known expressions for the characteristics of restorable system in case of the passive strategy of maintenance (elements' maintenance is not carried out) [8, 9] .
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